2002 lexus 300 es

Packed with features and safety equipment, the redesigned ES sets a new standard for
entry-level luxury sedans These are salad days for the folks at Lexus, which has surpassed
stalwarts Mercedes-Benz, Cadillac and Lincoln as the best-selling luxury brand in America.
Within a one-year span, the company revived its entire car line with the excellent LS , the
brand-new IS and SC , and the shoehorning of the buttery 4. Now Lexus' bread-and-butter
sedan, the ES, is the beneficiary of a redo. Like its predecessor, the ES , now in its third
iteration, shares its basic architecture with the redesigned Toyota Camry, though its
appointments reflect the high levels of comfort, convenience and refinement that have become
trademarks of Lexus luxury. A longer wheelbase and increased height provide greater
passenger room than the previous ES It is also quieter thanks to new sound-absorbing
materials. Many of the features are similar to those found on the LS , such as the new dual-zone
automatic climate control with an air filtration system. Occupants of the cabin are also treated
to the same California burled walnut that graces other Lexus models as a standard feature.
Optional equipment is taken to a higher level with the availability of a DVD-based navigation
system, a premium Mark Levinson audio system, a powered rear sunshade, high-intensity
discharge headlights and a six-disc CD changer. The ES rides on a MacPherson strut front and
multilink rear suspension. Around town, it floats plenty and absorbs road anomalies, providing
a cushion-soft ride. The '01 car also had this feature, though the new car's system has been
improved to offer better road and steering feel and quicker turn-in response. Still powering the
ES is a 3. To slow the car down, Lexus offers standard antilock brakes with electronic brake
force distribution EBD. Vehicle Skid Control VSC , which helps prevent dangerous spins and
skids, is optional and includes traction control and brake assist. To measure up to the other
vehicles in this class, Lexus has installed full side curtain airbags for both front and rear
passengers to protect precious noggins from impacting the side windows during a serious
collision. These augment the dual front airbags and front seat-mounted side airbags. With the
sporty IS now available, Lexus feels secure enough to push the luxury envelope for the ES
Though many of the features are optional and will jack up the price if ordered, the redesigned
ES is an intriguing choice for Eyes wild with speculation. That sinking feeling when you know
that you've tried your best, yet it wasn't good enough, it never really was. The bottom drops out
of the market; your highest hopes and desires are dashed like mere driftwood onto razor-sharp
crags of an unmerciful ocean. You look around you, and see others in the same predicament.
Has everyone lost his job? Is the whole world in a recession? Who will shoot the bear with a
tranquilizer dart and arouse the bull from its seemingly endless slumber? Rest assured ha ha ,
there are those out there with plenty of money from lucrative employment. And through the
windy sea, we see an oasis of calm, a steady structure impervious to the fluctuations of the
capricious economy in the form of a luxury car market that has burgeoned despite flagging
Nasdaq ratings. There are luxury cars to be built and plenty of people to buy them. Within a
one-year span, the company revived its entire car line with the excellent LS which now hogs
one-third of the super luxury sedan market , the brand-new IS and SC , and the shoehorning of
the buttery 4. We're certain that all executives appreciated a thinly veiled Toyota Camry with a
price premium although it worked; Lexus sold enough of them to raise brand awareness.
Admittedly, it was a stopgap plan, and Lexus completely redesigned the ES in , still basing it on
the Camry platform, but with much more distinctive styling. Along with the IS , Lexus is
mounting a two-pronged attack on the entry-level luxury sedan battlefield. Whereas the IS
evokes pure exhilaration of motion, the ES is more about providing a sedate, composed ride.
Many people simply don't give a fig about the performance potential of an automobile. A car is a
conveyance, not a form of entertainment, and if they're lucky enough, their vehicle will also
convey to onlookers the idea that they've achieved a certain level of success. For those
consumers, the ES will have tremendous appeal. While its basic underpinnings haven't
changed, the wheelbase has been stretched 2 inches and its profile heightened 2. The big news
is its new duds. We see that Lexus has taken the trend of the triangular headlamps endemic to
the Celica and the Acura RSX, giving the front fascia a pulled-back look, as if a ponytail had
been tightened. While it has raised some sardonic comments from our staff "It looks like a
Prius, an Avalon, a Paseo," take your pick of current and former Toyotas , at least there's virtue
in arousing some form of emotion. Still powering the ES is the 3. This is the same V6 that
motivates the prosaic Camry, but with a few minor tweaks to make 18 more ponies. There's
nothing wrong with the engine, with its smooth, quiet operation, but compared with some of its
competitors with similar displacement and power rating Lexus cites the Mercedes C as a rival ,
you feel that Lexus could have done more with the powerplant. The V6 has been mated to a new
transmission, upgraded from a four-speed to a closer-ratio five-gear unit. Upshifts are crisp
enough, but downshifts are sludgy and come only after the car thinks about it for a while. Under
most normal driving circumstances, it's perfectly acceptable, but trying to wring some spirit out

of the ES is more of an exercise in futility; it's as if some goblin had poured butterscotch sauce
into the fluid reservoir. This could be attributed to our test car's status as a prototype vehicle;
future production units could be in for more fine-tuning. As most front-wheel-drive, nose-heavy
vehicles will, the ES was subject to understeer and a healthy dose of front-end plow. To address
torque steer, Lexus made modifications to the steering rack, and we noted the absence of this
intrusive characteristic common to most front-wheel-drive cars powered by plus horses. Like
most Toyota products, the excellent brakes offered no-nonsense halting power with perfect
pedal modulation. The discs are ventilated up front and solid in the rear, and to increase the
safety quotient, an army of active safety systems and their impressive acronyms stand guard. In
case you didn't stomp on the brake pedal hard enough to engage the ABS, Brake Assist will
kick in to stop the vehicle expediently. The ES rides on a MacPherson strut front and multilink
rear suspension tuned for comfortable cruising. For those who prefer a tad more road feel,
Lexus provides an optional Adaptive Variable Suspension AVS , adjustable through a switch
next to the gearbox. This feature has been improved to control damping on both front
MacPherson struts independently, rather than concurrently. The difference in ride quality was
discernable enough to deem it a worthy component. Again, consumers interested in the ES
don't care so much about its athleticism as its ability to coddle. Lexus has paid plenty of
attention to this, and it shows. Our test car allowed the driver to be ensconced in a
power-adjustable, heated seat covered in soft Regency leather, the same as in the LS Its myriad
of functions allowed for a high degree of comfort, with enough lateral and side support,
power-adjustable lumbar support and articulating headrests, although the steering wheel lacks
a telescoping feature. You may have noticed that we keep invoking the LS Another optional
component that has trickled its way down the Lexus bloodline is the truly marvelous Mark
Levinson sound system. Aside from amazing sound quality, the system includes a six-disc
in-dash CD changer. You can opt for a non-Levinson six-disc changer, as well. The new ES also
benefits from Lexus' excellent navigation system, which, in this writer's humble opinion, spanks
the systems of its competitors in terms of ease of use and quickness of computation. The
DVD-based system shows byways and backways of the 48 contiguous states on one disc, and
the voice of the Lexus lady who gives you instructions sounds so polite and friendly that you
feel like asking her to be your child's godmother. Amongst others, the system stores the
addresses and phone numbers of 2, Thai food joints and 2, brew pubs, but it doesn't tell you if
the service staff is particularly attractive or not. If you opt for the nav system and a six-disc
changer, the changer cartridge will be located in the center console, but will still have a
single-disc feeder and a tape player behind the navigation screen, so you'll be able to access
seven discs. Further spiffifying the ES are the available self-leveling xenon headlamp package
that includes rain-sensing wipers, and a power rear sunshade. Built-in luxury touches include a
trip computer, a rearview mirror that features a compass, dual-zone climate control with an air
filtration system, HomeLink and one-touch up and down windows. And to measure up to the
other vehicles in this class, Lexus has installed full side curtain airbags for both front and rear
passengers to protect precious noggins from impacting the side windows during a serious
collision. Many of the above-mentioned features are pricey options, however, and we can see
the sticker price quickly mushrooming as you make your ES more like an LS. Lexus seems to
have hired a fortuneteller with the ability to predict exactly what the car buyer wants; goodness
knows that it's selling enough of its automobiles. And by all indications, the company will have
another home run on its hands with the ES Available styles include 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Lexus ES
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Many of the
desired features are optional and expensive. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Lexus has introduced a completely
redesigned ES for The new car is roomier and quieter than the previous car, and in many ways
has become more closely aligned with the LS flagship model. Safety and feature quotients have
been increased, and the car is wrapped in a svelte new body. Read more. Write a review See all

89 reviews. Dependable, High Quality Sleeper. So I purchased my ES about too years ago with K
already on the clock. She was mint condition and had one owner.. She was flawless even with
the mileage and years on her. I purchased her and never looked back! To date she has ran
flawlessly, always their when I need her. I had one time where she did not start and it was
because of a bad battery, slapped a new one in and she fired right up! Lexus really built this car
for the long haul, Sheila My ES currently has K on her and each mile has been timeless on her.
She continues to get better with time. I plan on driving her until she tells me, I can't go any
further! Read less. I love this car. It is comfortable and has a beautiful interior burgundy and
wood. The rear window shade keeps the car cooler in the SC summer heat. Great on long trips,
heated seats great for back pain plus gets good mileage 30mpg. City driving mileage around
mpg. Never was a Lexus fan but. I have always steered clear of Lexus thinking it was more hype
then anything. But I bought a ES with 90k on it. In 6 months I have already taken it over k with
trips to Dallas from Houston and also Houston to Chicago. It has performed really good. It's
quiet. Rides smooth and has averaged 23 mpg pretty much since I got it. Avg almost 30 mpg on
the road. All in all a very nice vehicle that seems like it last quite a while. My previous ride was
an 07 m This is our 3rd lexus, and each one has been wonderful! You can't beat the price and
perfection that lexus offers. Any lexus easily can recieve , miles or more and run like a charm.
The ES is unmatchable by german auto-makers. This car is truely a nice riding mid-sized luxury
riding machine period. See all 89 reviews of the Used Lexus ES Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the ES Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Looking for a used
car at an affordable price? Sensibility and practicality define the Lexus ES ! This vehicle
embraces a bold stylistic philosophy while retaining craftsmanship and elegance! Lexus
infused the interior with top shelf amenities, such as: power front seats, front bucket seats, and
more. It features a front-wheel-drive platform, an automatic transmission, and a 3 liter 6 cylinder
engine. Our sales reps are knowledgeable and professional. We'd be happy to answer any
questions that you may have. We are here to help you. Come in and bid to get crazy deals!
Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you
bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection
on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas V6 3. Check out this gently-used
Lexus ES we recently got in. The ES has been lightly driven and there is little to no wear and
tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this gently used vehicle is reflective of the ,mi put on this
Lexus. Look no further, you have found exactly what you've been looking for. Driven by many,
but adored by more, the Lexus ES is a perfect addition to any home. You could keep looking,
but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here. Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Here at Driver's Way, we
choose the best of our trade-ins like this silver Lexus ES that is available to customers on a
budget. Features: 3. Porsche Irvine is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle
design Post purchase, the vehicles go through a step by step procedure in order to attain the
finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for mechanical inspection and repaired as needed. Majority
of the vehicles passed the Virginia Safety Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the
vehicles come into our inventory they are detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration.
After the hard work put into our vehicles we finally put them up for sale making sure our
customers are fully satisfied. Service Contracts are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the
flexibility to take the vehicle to any certified mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an
option to upgrade the Service contract for up to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage
options are also available, please consult with a sales representative for additional information.
Service contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you
are looking to purchase. Service contracts are an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may
help to protect your future investment. Call us for further details. Our listed prices of the
vehicles are for cash transaction only. For financing vehicles through our lenders the price is
subject to change as they do not includes any finance charges. Upon loan application
submission, our JDM Auto team will work persistently towards an approval. Call for Full Details.
We will represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but are not responsible for human
error. Service contract is available for purchase at the time of sale. Dealership is not
responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below
market average! You can also call us at Quebedeaux Buick GMC has been open and serving our
community for over 60 years and we stand behind our service to our customers and our

community. This Lexus ES is spotless inside and out. It has a clean carfax with no accidents.
The front windshield is in excellent condition. The paint is in great shape and condition. No
dings are visible on this vehicle. The interior was well maintained and is extra clean. The
exterior was well maintained and is extra clean. The engine is functioning properly and has no
issues. This vehicle has no previous collision damage. The transmission shifts very smoothly.
The brakes are in great condition. The battery is in excellent condition. The car was previously
owned by a non smoker. Hurry don't miss it. Please call us at This Lexus ES has a 3. It is a front
wheel drive vehicle. The leather interior is worn, chrome is peeling on the wheels, there is a dent
in the left rear quarter-panel, and it does show minor signs of impact on all four corners. There
is also a chip in the windshield that appears to have been repaired. Two year, 24 month, 30, mile
transferable nation wide warranty covers the engine, transmission, drive axle, suspension,
steering components, brake components, cooling system, electrical components, seals and
gaskets, towing, parts and labor for covered components and rental benefits. Other low cost
warranty plans also available so buy with confidence knowing you are covered. Most of our
vehicles also pre-qualify for up to a , mile extended warranty and low finance rates with
approved credit. Please complete the online credit application on our website at We take pride
in our one of a kind car buying experience come see us today. Airport pickup avail. Exterior
Color: Crystal White Pearl. Interior Color: Ivory Beige. Engine: 3. Transmission: 5-Speed
Automatic. This vehicle pre-qualifies for extended warranty and low finance rates with approved
credit. Please complete the credit application online on our website We take pride in our one of
a kind car buying experience. Nationwide Delivery Available. Come see us today! Airport pickup
available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Trim Base Engine Details Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Know The Deal. New Listing. No
accidents. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 41 listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Dependable, High Quality Sleeper. So I purchased my ES about too years ago with K already on
the clock. She was mint condition and had one owner.. She was flawless even with the mileage
and years on her. I purchased her and never looked back! To date she has ran flawlessly,
always their when I need her. I had one time where she did not start and it was because of a bad
battery, slapped a new one in and she fired right up! Lexus really built this car for the long haul,
Sheila My ES currently has K on her and each mile has been timeless on her. She continues to
get better with time. I plan on driving her until she tells me, I can't go any further! Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. You've got the taste for luxury,
but CEO-size payments for a big lux sedan aren't yet in the mix. Why not start with Lux-Lite?
Setting an image without breaking the bank is what entry-level luxury sedans are all about. They
may not have all the bells and whistles of their full-size siblings, but they can be the perfect
place to start when you want to be noticed, and comfortable, on your way up the ladder. The

Players Three of the five participants in our mile Central California Affordable-Lux Tour are
either all-new models or significantly freshened for ' The Jaguar X-Type is the first ground-up
offering to come out of Coventry since the S-Type, and the first time Jaguar has had a vehicle in
each segment of the luxury class since the late '60s. Fresh from the plastic surgeon, Lexus ' ES
has a novel new look with a more contemporary, if still somewhat unemotional, design. Nearly
10 years after it first hit dealer showrooms, the ES has grown a longer wheelbase 2 in. The 3.
Infiniti's I35 has also seen a significant transformation, especially under the hood. Besides
obligatory exterior cosmetic enhancements and interior upgrades, a new, valve 3. With this third
iteration, Infiniti is positioning the I35 as a one-model vehicle, though a new sport package
replaces the former "t" variant. Mercedes -Benz entered the fray this year with the all-new
C-Class-a compact sport sedan that looks and feels like a scaled-down S-Class. Since its
introduction in '93, the C-Class has been M-B's volume leader, with over 1. Launched last fall,
the S60 is Volvo 's replacement for the boxy S70 Sedan. Built on the same platform as the S80
and V70, the S60 is 5. On The Road If you think entry-level luxury doesn't include spirited
performance, think again. While 58 ponies separated the field for the Infiniti versus for the Volvo
, our five test cars were surprisingly well matched in terms of performance and handling.
California's Highway 58 west of the San Joaquin Valley offered us a long stretch of
roller-coaster pavement to play on, and the absolute sure-footed handler was the rear-drive C
With its chassis 26 percent stiffer in torsional rigidity and 50 percent higher in bending
resistance compared to last year, the C is a solid performer. The title of acceleration king
caused a hard-fought battle between the Mercedes and the Infiniti. Even spotting the I35 40 hp,
the Merc outran it mph, mph, and in the quarter mile. Zero to 60 times were effectively dead
even, with a 7. The I35's increased horsepower was instantly noticeable off the line, as the
wheel tried to torque-steer itself right out of our hands and the front tires searched for grip. As
the only sport-suspension-equipped tester of the group, the I35 had a handling advantage, yet
was at a ride disadvantage. Highway expansion joints, potholes, and deep ruts effectively
eliminated any kidney stones we might have had. The Volvo wasn't far behind the leaders,
scoring a consistent second or third in our performance categories. Through the slalom, the
S60 was a mile and a quarter off the C's pace at Turbo lag has always been an issue with
forced-induction engines, and the Volvo isn't exempt. While it takes a moment for boost to
build, once the tach reaches rpm, you're at full-tilt-boogie, and the S60 comes alive, pulling
strong to redline. Following in the Volvo's wake was the outpowered ES While the new
transmission helps in standing-start performance, the car is in need of a horsepower boost. It
finished last in all our acceleration tests. But the big bonus was in the handling department:
Lexus' optional Adaptable Variable Suspension continuously adjusts shock damping in
response to changing road conditions. Four damping programs are driver-selectable, between
Comfort and Sport modes. Select the Comfort side of the dial and the ES floats like a proverbial
pillow barge. Dial in the Sport, and the handling becomes taut and controlled for spirited
driving. With all-wheel drive standard, the Jag clawed its way through the twisty Coastal Range
canyons, feeling happier the harder we leaned on it. Pushed to the extremes on our fast-slalom
handling test, a tail-happy demeanor netted the X-Type only a The Jag's AJ-V-6 pulls strong and
smooth, but we could only muster a fourth-quickest 7. Given the parasitic losses through the
AWD system, and an unwillingness to rev beyond rpm for the initial launch, these times are
acceptable. The X-Type doesn't say "class," it screams it. The Jaguar heritage is evident from
nearly every angle: Low and aggressive stance, distinct hood scallops, elliptical quad
headlamps, XJ-inspired grille, flowing roofline, feline rear haunches, and signature dual chrome
exhaust outlets. Like the XJ series, the X features subtle chrome trim though we prefer the
color-keyed look of the Sport Package model. In typical Jaguar fashion, fit and finish was first
rate, and for an early production vehicle, body gaps were straight and even. Our editorial team
was impressed by some of the smoothest paint we've seen in years. Search for orange peel and
you'll go blind in the process-it barely exists. You bet. We've seen other C-Class M-Bs with
orange peel, but our tester had a distinct tangelo feel on the exterior surfaces. Like big brother
S-Class, the C makes good use of the twin-headlamp face, sculpted hood, curving C-pillar, and
triangular taillamp themes, creating an elegant, refined look. There's the perfect compromise
between body color and brightwork, with chrome trim accenting the bumper covers, side rub
strip, door pulls, and grille. The Merc's coupe-like profile may be dramatic, but the S60's is even
more so. In the Volvo camp, boxy is out and swooping lines are in. They call the new look a
"Revolvolution. Sporting strong shoulder lines and a V hood reminiscent of the '60s series, the
S60 takes a similar stance to its sibling S80 and V70, but with a stronger sloping roofline for that
distinctive coupe look. The Volvo's fit and finish scored high, but our drivers felt the fill plates in
place of the T5's foglamps looked like an afterthought. We liked the S60's lack of chrome trim,
allowing edge lines to accent the design. Contrasting with the S60, the I35's styling is typical

Infiniti: Original, it's not. Logbook comments were peppered with quibbles like "Generic
Asia-modern styling," "As vanilla as it gets," and "A Maxima with a different badge. A large
Qstyle grille and Xenon headlamps give the I35 some facial character, while the side sills Sport
package extras and in. Jewel-like taillamps round out the offering. The Infiniti's panel fit is good,
though the doors take some extra effort to close. Since we had one of the first cars off the
assembly line, this was probably a glitch with our particular example. Like the modern
architecture in San Luis Obispo, the new look of the Lexus ES had our editors torn: For some,
the edgy, current, flowing design works. To others, the trail-away Celica-like headlamps and
smiling grille better resemble a happy cartoon character than a luxury sedan. Nose aside, the
roofline and tail retain their Camry-esque shape, though the cat-eye taillamps are clearly Lexus.
We unanimously gave the ES two thumbs-up for the best use of chrome with minimalist
restraint-there's just enough on the window trim, door pulls, and grille to spice the design's
flavor, without detracting from the curvaceous lines. Though the vehicle we drove was a
preproduction model, gaps and panel fit followed the rest of the Lexus line: Just about perfect.
Interior motiveS The same attention to detail flows into the ES' interior, where generous
amounts of leather blend with wood and chrome accents to create one of the best waterfall
dashes we've seen in a long time. While one of our editors wasn't keen on the choice of brown
and beige leather with red-stained wood trim, under a muted sea-foam green body paint scheme
Lexus calls it Mystic Sea Opalescent , the rest merely mocked him as "color-challenged" and
admired the inviting interior. Dual power bucket seats way for driver and eight-way for
passenger coddle front occupants with good lumbar and lateral support, but our taller editors
found the bottom cushion too short for proper thigh support. Dual-stage seat heaters warm
backsides on cool mornings. The electronic analog instruments are clear and easy to read,
unless you're wearing dark sunglasses-then the needles seem to disappear. Secondary controls
are within easy reach via stalk or button actuation. We're a little curious why Lexus mounted the
traction-control defeat switch on the underside of the dash panel-a placement that makes it
nearly impossible to locate when driving. After experiencing the Levinson system on the LS , we
were a little let down by the imaging and separation of the ES' system. Bass was punchy and
highs were crisp, but we missed the concert-hall experience. Utilizing a 6. Rear occupants travel
on a supportive bench and have ready access to dual expanding magazine pockets, cupholders,
and separate air-conditioning and heat vents. The S60's monochromatic gray interior with
splashes of wood trim may be a bit on the staid side, but when it comes to function and
ergonomics, it's nearly up to aviation standards. We've always been fans of Volvo's seats, and
the S60's were expectedly impressive. There's plenty of cush for long trips, with perfectly
sculpted lumbar and lateral bolsters. Thigh support bettered the rest of the competition's. We
appreciate the Volvo's center-stack controls, which are angled subtly toward the driver and
feature large buttons and knobs. It's purpose built. A unanimous staff favorite yes, it beat out
the Lexus' designer unit , the Volvo setup produced the most accurate highs and lows, while
providing some of the best imaging we've heard outside of a custom installation. The aft couch
mirrors the front seats in fanny-pleasing comfort and support. The back seat is a bit cramped,
compared to the Infiniti's, but our editors appreciated the B-pillar-mounted air vents, 12V-power
supply, and armrest that included dual cupholders and covered cubby. If the Volvo is drab, the
Jag is anything but. At first glance, the X-Type's living room looks like a scaled-down version of
a larger Jaguar sedan's: supple Connolly hides, wood that seems miles deep, and more chrome
trim than a '58 Cadillac. But as we realized, looks can be deceiving. For instance, the acreage of
leather normally found on the dash and door panels has been replaced by soft-touch vinyl and
plastic materials. It's tastefully executed, but a definite step down from the Jaguar norm. Dual
eight-way power seats with adjustable lumbar provide comfort up front. Lateral support is
lacking during hard cornering, but thigh support is good for long trips. Our staff was fond of the
handsome retro gauges-a throwback to Jags of yesteryear. We were impressed with the
optional large center-stack-mounted 7-in. Not only is it a snap to learn and use, but with a
screen that's over twice the size of the XK's, all details are large and legible. Rear passenger
leg- and footroom aren't as generous as in the Volvo, however, and headroom is tight. Dual
cupholders reside in the pull-down armrest. Infiniti I35Power MattersHorsepower! Nissan 's
hanging its hat on it for the '02 model year, and the entry-level player in its Infiniti luxury
division benefits handsomely from that policy. The midsize four-door I35 now has all of horses
under the right pedal, and they boot the lb car around with fair dispatch. A version of the
corporate 3. And it can use that. Since '96, the I30 has been a fine, upscale reinterpretation of
Maxima fundamentals, but rather than smack luxury-car shoppers upside the head to get their
attention, it's always chosen to be easy on the eye and light to the touch. A general makeover
for the '02 model year to create the I35 continues that policy. The substantial jump in engine
output over 12 percent in both horsepower and torque is accompanied by front and rear

restylings with comparatively gentle visual impact. Contoured HID headlamps and a grille with
faint Q45 echoes create a new face that's easy to look at, though perhaps less so to remember.
One staffer stuck his hand over the Infiniti badge in the grille and cried, "Quick. Who makes this
car? Could be almost anybody on the Pacific Rim. Under the sheetmetal, the new I is
modern-conventional, but painstakingly developed. That sweet engine delivers power through a
four-speed autobox and standard traction control. The comfy suspension is by MacPherson
struts in front and a multilink beam in back, and brakes are all-disc with ABS, measuring The
only standard in. This setup tightened the car's feel over sharp inputs, but still allowed plenty of
lower-velocity suspension stroke. An expectedly long list of amenities and standard
appointments convinces the I35 driver that this is indeed a genuine luxury automobile, from a
watt Bose stereo and automatic air-conditioning to a variable-height center armrest and the
signature Infiniti analog clock. The leather is lovely and the wood accents, though synthetic, are
beautiful. It's a fair bit of lux for the bucks. It's also Jag's first foray into all-wheel drive and also
marks the return of a manual gearbox to the lineup. A significant vehicle for Jaguar? You bet it
is. Jag's scope is sharply focused on the entry-level lux leader, M-B's C-Class. Base power is
derived from a 2. An optional 3. The Traction-4 system uses a planetary gear center differential
mated with a viscous coupling to split power 40 percent front and 60 percent rear, providing
rear-drive feel with AWD safety. MacPherson struts in front and multilink, torsion-control
suspension out back quell road irregularities. Speed-sensing steering gives precise feedback
while making parking-lot maneuvers a breeze. Interior controls are logically placed and within
fingertip reach. Front power buckets provide ample support, but rear passengers will find the
accommodations a bit cramped. In typical Jaguar style, the interior is a masterpiece of wood,
leather, and chrome. First-time Jag owners probably won't notice the lack of leather, but repeat
buyers will feel the increased use of plastic and vinyl-covered parts. The big touch screen on
the center stack provides climate, audio, and navigation control functions, with legible and
useable menus. At nearly three times the size of previous Jaguar nav screens, it's easy to
operate at speed. Our up-level tester with the 3. Lexus ES The Bargain Ls There's a two-prong
entry-lux strategy at work here: With the jaunty little rear-drive IS now protecting its sporting
flank, the new ES could pursue a more traditional definition of luxury. And it's clearly a bigger,
quieter, better-equipped, and more comfortable car than its predecessor. It's still built off the
Camry platform, but those roots-themselves more refined than ever-seem less apparent than
before. Both the Camry and the ES were completely redone for '02, and the fundamental
upgrades gave both cars better driving dynamics as well as greater comfort and isolation. The
improvements are especially successful in company with the ES' luxurious appointments. The
first thing you see inside is the dark-cherry finish on the California walnut trim. It is, in fact, red.
Not all of us warmed to the look, especially in combination with the multiple shades of beige
inside, but it certainly has character. And seems rich. The list of amenities is predictably long:
multi-way power adjustments for the seats, automatic dual-zone climate control, auto-dimming
inside rearview mirror, even height adjustment on all three rear headrests. The standard
seven-speaker watt sound system can be upgraded with an optional Mark Levinson system
pounding out watts, and our test car was so equipped. We also had the optional navigation
system, which is about as effective and user-friendly as these things get right now. This lovely
interior comes wrapped in sheetmetal that can hardly be termed radical or daring. But it's clean
and sweeping in profile, giving the car a long, aerodynamic look. And the face does have some
edge, with its aggressive Celica-esque headlamps and the interesting contour that brings an
upright grille out of a swept-back surface. Riding on a wheelbase 2 in. Still, the ES is pleasingly
direct and responsive to control inputs. Powerful braking comes from ABS-managed discs, And
the optional Adaptive Variable Suspension on our car offers a range of four damping programs,
from Comfort to Sport, that feel reassuringly different. If there's an area where Lexus aimed a bit
low, it could be engine performance. But its hp falls near the bottom of this field, and Lexus will
probably have to address that at some point. Mercedes-Benz cScaled-Down S-ClassWhen any
vehicle is fitted with a three-pointed star on its hood, there are expectations. Expectations of fit,
finish, solidity, and performance. The all-new for '01 C tackles most of these in fine form with a
uniquely Mercedes approach to the small-sedan segment. Looking and feeling like a
scaled-down version of the S-Class, the C enjoys the compact dimensions ideal for trips to the
mall. The base C-Class engine is the 2. Stepping up the option list puts the buyer into the C A
five-speed automatic transmission with driver-adaptive shift logic and Touch Shift tiptronic is
mated to a 3. Each cylinder has two intake valves and one large exhaust valve, helping the
powerplant generate lb-ft of torque at rpm. A dual-resonance intake manifold opens and shuts
flaps to maximize torque across the wide band. Also crammed into the heads are twin spark
plugs per cylinder, fired by twin coils. Handling has been a Mercedes hallmark for decades,
combining a firm yet compliant ride with steering feel that doesn't insulate the actions of the

front tires. The underpinnings consist of MacPherson struts in front and a five-link coil-spring
setup at the rear. Inside the wheels are ABS-assisted discs, Most quality time spent with any
vehicle is on the inside, and the interior of the C is a reflection of its larger siblings. Much of the
switchgear and controls have trickled down from the S-Class, not a bad place from which to
source parts. The supportive front seats come across like the rest of the vehicle: no nonsense,
made for serious driving. The instrument panel is clearly visible through the highly adjustable
steering wheel, and while ventilation and radio controls require careful reading of the owner's
manual, they make sense, in a Teutonic way. It adds up to a sterling entry-level Mercedes-Benz
and a target by any other manufacturer in this segment. This new-for-'01 midsize sedan
replaces the discontinued S70 four-door. Derived from the same platform on which Volvo builds
its S80 flagship sedan and V70 wagon, the S60 is the Scandinavian maker's effort at appealing
to a younger customer. It's a sedan in structure, coupe-like in execution: a sloping roof, with a
very short deck. It's a curvy, muscular, attractive profile that just might get noticed by the 3
Series crowd. There are three versions of the S The normally aspirated base 2. Our 2. In top-line
T5 form, the enthusiast driver really gets a warp-drive acceleration effect from the 2.
Performance and styling notwithstanding, it's in the many ways this car considers its occupants
that it really shines. Creature comforts: front headrests you can actually rest your head on
comfortably, form-fitting buckets that practically defy explanation or adequate description, dash
controls that are highly user-friendly, unique B-pillar-mounted rear-seat air vents, plus standard
pollen filter and available auto-sensing Interior Air Quality System. Some fairly low-tech,
common-sense features, which add up to high-level coddling. The S60 2. It's a very appealing
driver's car for everyday, real-world driving. Second OpinionsAll-Seasons SwedeAlthough it
sounds like a cop-out, I'm here to say that all five cars in this comparo are wholly decent
vehicles. You wouldn't go wrong choosing any one of them-it depends more on your own
personal likes, intended daily use, and budget. From the beginning to end of testing, for me
there never emerged one car that clearly shined brighter than the others. However, if I were
required to choose a daily-driver vehicle that was the best overall package for my needs
factoring in practicality, fun, performance, safety, etc. Sure, Volvo's been saddled with a
somewhat stodgy reputation, but it's come a long way in the last few years and its new S60 is
an excellent vehicle. Plus, if you've got a few extra greenbacks lining your pocket, you'll want to
strongly consider upgrading to the T5 performance package as it makes a good car even better.
Undercover GiantOf the five lux-lite sedans, I'd almost have to flip a coin between the Jaguar
and the Volvo. The Lexus styling screams Pokmon action figure, plus the interior is too artsy for
my taste. The Infiniti's performance-minded powertrain transmitted more torque steer through
the wheel than I'd like, and the sport suspension killed my kidneys over highway expansion
joints. However, I expected more leather and less plastic, crisper throttle response, and better
brakes. The Volvo-while rather bland on interior styling-would be my take-it-home ride. The
suspension is a compliant match between performance and comfort; the seats in all four places
are supple and perfectly supportive. Turbo, good! Sure, it's over-engineered, kicks the styling
meter into overdrive, isn't "as lux" on the inside as the competition, and is a virtual safety
capsule on wheels. Can It Be? While it's been freshened, Infiniti's I35 does nothing for me-it's
due for replacement. The Lexus ES is so tasty to touch and drive, I want to drink it in mile after
mile. The new skin, however, is a little odd. Plenty expensive, too. Finally, the Mercedes C
drivetrain and chassis are second to none. But this is an expensive four-door sedan. The rear
doors should open up to a space that adult passengers can use more comfortably. In all
honesty, I'm a big fan of Swedish cars. Not because that country is in my familial heritage
Scandinavian, yes: half Norwegian, thank you , but I do find them to be intelligently designed
cars that just plain fit. For that reason and in the context of this competition, the Volvo S60 gets
my vote. It's handsome, quick, and by comparison, a great value. A Total Sweep? I had this
small problem. At first, I wasn't very excited about any of these entry-luxury cars. They seemed
a bit too entry and not enough luxury to tug at my heartstrings. Even the new Jag, for which I
felt great anticipation, left me feeling that the execution didn't quite reinforce the "little XJ6"
image the car projects. And the Mercedes felt kind of bulky, and the Japanese cars a little
derivative, and the Volvo, well, Swedish. But as our road trip progressed, I found I could enjoy
the refinement and amenities and performance better if I didn't belabor the concept of "luxury.
These are lovely midsize sedans, and they work beautifully, taken on their merits. And the one
that kept inching to the top of my personal-preference list? Not coincidentally, perhaps, it was
the one that makes the least overt attempt to "be" a luxury car: the Volvo S It's comfortable,
swift, distinctive, and nicely thought out. I even like the low-key okay, dull styling of the
instrument panel. It's completely functional and doesn't seem to be shouting "luxury" at me,
entry or otherwise. X-Type: Bigger is better. How do you build a great navigation system? Use
the biggest LCD screen you can find. This is exactly what Jag did in the X-Type, and we love it.

In fact, this system almost makes up for the matchbox-size systems found in other Jags. And
for those who never quite learned how to parallel park, the X-Type is the only car in this test
available with a backup-sensor system. I A cool heat. No more waking up from a two-hour
road-trip nap only to find your Starbucks Frappuccino has gone warm. The Infiniti comes with a
passenger cupholder mounted in front of the air-conditioner vent-genius. And for those
sub-freezing mornings on the way to the office, Infiniti offers a heated steering wheel to protect
your hands from frostbite. ES Two cars in one. The Lexus is available with an Adaptive Variable
Suspension, allowing the driver to tune the car's ride to his personal tastes. The four settings
go from downright cushy to reasonably firm. There's also a six-disc changer in the center
console. All in all, a smart use of limited space. C Have your cake and eat it, too. For those who
want the sportiness afforded by a manual transmission, but spend most of their time in freeway
traffic, M-B's electronically controlled Touch Shift five-speed automatic transmission allows the
driver to shift gears manually without having to use a clutch. Operation is simple and effective,
something many other semi-manual transmissions fall short of. S Bags-o'-air. Volvo is most
known for building safe automobiles, the S60 being no exception. Our vehicle was equipped
with six airbags, nearly enough to keep you afloat should you drive off the end of a pier, though
the Benz boasts eight. At last, no more lost parking stubs! These entry-level luxury offerings
have passenger compartments of roughly the same size, but the same can't be said for the
boxes at the back. Various amounts of cubic feet team up with an assortment of trunk-opening
shapes and dimensions for a mixture of storage options. The standard three measurements are
important, but so are the height of the opening, hinge design, and whether long objects can fit
in, with a pass-through or folding rear seatbacks. Both the Infiniti and Lexus require that the
trunk be opened from within the vehicle or by using the key-fob remote unlike the three
Euro-cars, which also have keyholes back there. Both Japanese cars use conventional
hinges-they're strong but intrude on storage space. The Mercedes C uses the same hinge
design, but the Jaguar and t
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he Volvo have more space-efficient external articulated hinges. The Volvo's trunklid almost lies
against the rear window in its quest to get out of the way. A broad but shallow trunk is a Jaguar
hallmark, and the X-Type follows convention. An opening height of 22 in. Smallest-opening
honors go to the Volvo, at only But once an item is in the Volvo's trunk, it seems to have all the
room in the world. A low-hanging GPS box and center speaker hamper the Lexus in swallowing
large items, as well as seatbacks that don't flip down, a trait shared with the Mercedes. In the
Volvo's coffer, seatback release levers are clearly marked and big enough to operate with
gloves on, and the finished wood panel that flips up to expose five grocery-bag-hanging hooks.
With this much money on the line, small details can sometimes have a disproportionate
influence in a buyer's choice. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. John Kiewicz
photographers Scott Mead writers. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

